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“Fair-Play and Collaboration”  

Workshop on Intellectual Property, Working Conditions  

and Collaborative Actions for Writers and Literary Translators 

in Tbilisi, Georgia 

 

Date: 25 – 26 January 2013. Registration from 10:00. Workshop starts at 10:30 

Venue: National Library conference hall, 7 Gudiashvili Str., Tbilisi/Georgia. 

Organized by: Next Page Foundation (Bulgaria) and Georgian Publishers and Booksellers 

Association, in partnership with The National Parliamentary Library of Georgia   

 

Aims of the workshop: 

 To provide practical knowledge on the various aspects of the rights of writers and 

translators, ranging from ones related to legal and contractual issues (copyrights, 

remuneration) to social ones (freedom of speech, working conditions, visibility)  

 To provide a platform for discussion and exchange within Armenia/Georgian/Ukraine 

literary and translators' community, and with colleagues from the European Union as 

well as to give examples of international practices.  

 Ultimately, the workshop aims at empowering and motivating writers and translators 

for collective actions for improved relations with publishers, state and the wider 

audiences.  

The workshop is organized by the Georgian Publishers and Booksellers Association (local 

partner for Georgia) and Next Page Foundation in the framework of the Book Platform 

Project, and supported by the Eastern Partnership Culture Programme of the European 

Union.  

More follows 
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Participants: Georgian writers and translators. 

Speakers and Moderators: 

Daniel Hahn (UK) − Director of British Center for Literary Translations, author, translator. 

Lasha Bakradze (Georgia) − Director of Literature Museum. 

Medea Shengelia/Giga Kobaladze (Georgia) −  Georgian Copyright Association. 

Yana Genova (Bulgaria) – Director at Next Page Foundation and manager of Book Platform 

project 

 

THE BOOK PLATFORM is a project of Next Page Foundation in cooperation with National 

Publishers Association (Armenia), Georgian Book Publishers Association (Georgia), Publishers 

Forum-Lviv (Ukraine). The project is funded by the European Union and is implemented in 

frames of the Eastern Partnership Culture programme in support of the role of culture in the 

region's sustainable development and promotion of regional cooperation among public 

institutions, civil society, cultural and academic organisations in the Eastern Partnership 

region and with the European Union.  

 

For more information on the event, please, follow the link  or contact: 

 

Ketevan Jakeli, local project manager Book Platform 

Georgian Publishers and Booksellers Association 

Telephone: +995 570 101 601, +995 555 133068, 032 2 342390 

EU Delegation to Georgia 

Tamriko Mikadze 

Email: tamriko.mikadze@ec.europa.eu 
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Delegation of the European Union  to Georgia  

38, Nino Chkheidze, 0102 Tbilisi, Georgia 

Tel:(+995 32) 294 37 63 Fax:(+995 32) 294 37 68 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

tp://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/georgia/index_en.htm  

The European Commission is the EU’s executive body. 

 

“The European Union is made up of 27 Member States who have decided to 

gradually link together their know-how, resources and destinies. Together, during a 

period of enlargement of 50 years, they have built a zone of stability, democracy 

and sustainable development whilst maintaining cultural diversity, tolerance and 

individual freedoms. The European Union is committed to sharing its achievements 

and its values with countries and peoples beyond its borders”. 

http://www.bookplatform.org/en/activities/1-collaborative-actions-book-sector-ge-en.html
mailto:tamriko.mikadze@ec.europa.eu

